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Overview

  version 1.1.53 Rev 05Mar2022

ADES Astrometry Parser is an editor and manager of ADES astrometry files. It can be used stand-
alone, but is designed to integrate with ADES* versions of Astrometrica to streamline the
processing and submission of astrometric measurements to the Minor Planet Center.

Functionality includes:

 Converting astrometry in ADES pipe-separated values format (PSV) into the Minor
Planet Center’s older 80-column MPC1992 format. 

 ADES PSV formatted text can be loaded from various sources, including

o reading directly from the Astrometrica output file (ADESReport.psv)
o Drag and drop ADES .psv files from Windows Explorer
o Paste ADES psv text from the Windows clipboard.

 Optionally the program can submit ADES formatted astrometry directly to the Minor
Planet Center, maintaining a submission log of the submitted files which includes the
Submission-ID from the returned response text from the MPC. Copies of each ADES text
file submitted, together with a matching MPC1992 format version file are locally
archived.

 Existing astrometry of known objects can be retrieved from the Minor Planet Center and
combined with the astrometry in the editor and placed on the Windows clipboard.

Note: There are some MPC web pages where astrometry can be entered but where the new
ADES format is not yet accepted, e.g., the MPChecker. The ADES Astrometry parser can be used
to convert ADES format to the older MPC1992 format so it can be used in those web pages, but
it should NOT be used to convert and then submit astrometry in the old MPC1992 format to the
MPC. If you have ADES formatted astrometry it should be submitted to the MPC directly, without
conversion.

* Astrometrica version 4.12, released in 2018 is the first version to generate ADES formatted
output files, see here for more information. Earlier versions generate files in the Minor Planet
Center’s 80-column MPC1992 format and therefore no integration with the ADES Astrometry
Parser is possible with those older versions.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily

System Requirements

https://minorplanetcenter.net/cgi-bin/checkmp.cgi
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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ADES Astrometry parser is a 32-bit program that runs on 32-bit or 64-bit Windows 7, 8 or 10
systems.

The program requires Windows .Net Framework 4.6.1 or later to be installed.

An internet connection is required for submitting data to the Minor Planet Center (MPC), for
retrieving existing astrometry from the MPC and using the website links and Check for Updates
button on the About screen.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

Installation

The installation file can be downloaded from https://birtwhistle.org.uk/SoftwareDownloads.htm 

Unzip the setup.exe and setup.msi files into a local temporary folder

Run setup.exe. 

A standard Windows setup dialogue will be displayed, acceptance of the license agreement is
required to complete the installation.

The setup creates a program group called “J95Soft” and adds an  icon for

“Astrometry Parser”
After successful installation the installation zip file, setup.exe and setup.msi files can be
deleted.

The program can be uninstalled from Programs and Features in Control Panel.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

Registration

The program requires registering and will display a registration screen for the first 100 days.
During that time, please request a free license key to register the program.

After successful registration this screen will no longer display at startup (but is still accessible

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://birtwhistle.org.uk/SoftwareDownloads.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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from the About screen displayed by pressing the  toolstrip button) displaying the Registered
user with the License key hidden.

The Registered user and License key details should be retained, as they may be needed again
in case the program is re-installed.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

What's new

V1.1.0.53 (05 Mar 2022)
Fixes:
Minor internal modifications.

V1.1.0.52 (15 Dec 2021):
Fixes:
If the setting ModifyACK was set to True and more than one object designation was contained
in an ADES batch then the ACK line was not being modified with the number of different objects
in the batch. Bug introduced in version 1.1.0.51. See also ACK lines and ModifyACK setting.

V1.1.0.51 (25 Nov 2021):
New functionality:
New Edit ADES identifiers screen to allow permID, provID, trkSub and artSat IDs on one or more
astrometry lines to be updated in a single operation.
New Refresh Star Catalogue list from MPC button on Settings screen to download latest Star
Catalogue list from MPC website, used to give a more accurate translation of ADES astCat
values to MPC1992 NET header values.

Fixes:
ADES mag band is translated to MPC1992 mag band more accurately. See band in Conversion to
MPC1992 format for details.
Corrections to logic for validating permID, provID, trkSub and artSat identifiers to match ADES
standards document Identification Group rules (section 4.2.1). See rules in Edit ADES identifiers.

V1.1.0.50 (16 Oct 2021):
New functionality:
Add a Check for Updates to notify the user when new versions are available for download

V1.1.49 (25 Aug 2021):
New functionality:
Automatically configure the  curlCMD setting if Windows includes a native version of
curl.exe
Add  Redo button to toolstrip and to context menu for ADES text area
Add Windows help via  toolstrip button or by pressing F1 key.

Fixes:
Astrometrica INI file now located on systems with Windows installed on a drive other than C:

V1.1.48 (18 Mar 2021):
Fixes:
Internal tool strip behaviour and registration modifications

https://www.helpndoc.com
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V1.1.46 (02 Mar 2021):
Fixes:
If an unexpected .cfg file was detected and the user reset to the  default .cfg file setting then
the location of Astrometrica logs was not being refreshed from the default .cfg file.

V1.1.45 (10 Feb 2021):
Initial public release

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications

Quick start guide

Before first use

The ADES Astrometry Parser may require some settings to be made before first use, depending
on how the program is to be used, these are described in the Initial Settings section.

Limitations

The Astrometry Parser is designed to handle ADES formatted text
o containing a single batch of astrometry  i.e., must contain only one set of ADES

headers
o containing one type of object only, e.g. NEOCP or NEO or Comet, etc. See Target

Type for more information.

The ADES Astrometry Parser can convert ADES format astrometry to MPC1992 format. It does
NOT convert MPC1992 format to ADES.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

Initial settings

When the program is run for the first time, depending on how the program is to be used it may
require some settings to be modified. To facilitate this the Settings window will be displayed
automatically. (The Settings window can be displayed later by pressing the  Settings button
in the toolstrip).

A number of settings have default values, seen below on the right-hand side of the Settings
window:

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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The following settings should be reviewed and values entered if required before continuing:

Setting Required if ...
cURLCMD ... submitting batches of astrometry to the MPC
AstrometricaINIPath ... integration with Astrometrica is required. If Astrometrica is

already installed this setting should be configured automatically,
but can be set manually to the folder where the Astrometrica.INI
file is located if needed.

FilePath ... saving (archiving) ADES and MPC1992 astrometry text files 
SettingsExportFolder Saving program settings to an external text file as a backup.
AC2 astrometry is submitted to the MPC and the user requires an email

confirmation that the batch has been received by the MPC.

Press OK when settings have been entered. The main Astrometry Parser window will then
display.

For a description of all settings please see  Settings.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Loading and converting ADES

ADES astrometry can be loaded into the editor by one of the following methods:

 Open astrometry from Astrometrica (press  or press F5 key to load astrometry

https://www.helpndoc.com
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contained in the current ADESReport.psv file)
 Drag and drop a .psv file from Windows Explorer
 Copy and paste text from an existing .psv text file

If conversion of ADES text into MPC1992 formatted text is all that is required, then with ADES
text in the upper edit area, press  Parse and convert to generate MPC1992 formatted text in
the lower edit area. The MPC1992 formatted text is automatically copied to the Windows
clipboard.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EBook and documentation generator

Work flow

The ADES Astrometry Parser ( ) can be used to simply convert ADES formatted astrometry

into the older 80-column MPC1992 format.

However, it was designed to be used in conjunction with Astrometrica ( ) to make

submitting ADES astrometry to the Minor Planet Center as streamlined as possible during a
night-time run at the telescope. The intended work flow is summarised here:

Step In program: Action
1 Measure astrometry for one or more objects

2 Press F5 (or  button) to refresh ADES edit area with newly measured astrometry from Astrometrica

3 Manually check for gross errors in astrometry e.g. using Find_Orb and exclude any lines not required

https://www.helpndoc.com
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4 Set the correct Target Type for the object(s) contained in the ADES text

5 If necessary edit ADES text, e.g.
 Add one or more  comment lines and/or  private comment lines to the ADES header
 Manually add or update up to 6 Observing Note codes in the "notes" column of detail lines
 Manually add remarks in the "remarks" column of detail lines
 Remove photometry from detail lines if appropriate

6  Parse and convert the ADES text to MPC1992 format

7  Save the ADES text as a file (MPC1992 format text is also saved automatically in a separate file)

8  Submit the ADES file to the MPC

9 Accept or reject request to add any unsent or edited lines to the submission history

10 If more astrometry is being measured, restart at step 1

11 If all work has been completed, exit Astrometrica

12   Rename Astrometrica log files (so any astrometry already processed in the Astrometrica output file is not loaded next time as if
unprocessed)

13  Exit ADES Astrometry Parser

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Screen Controls

The Astrometry Parser before any data is loaded:

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Main functional areas

Here the main functional areas of the screen are highlighted. See later sections for more
detailed information

Please note that the program is best run maximised due to the length of ADES text lines.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Target Type

Target type is set by the user to indicate the type of objects included in a batch of astrometry.
The initial value selected when the program starts is set using the  TargetTypeDefault
setting.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Astrometry Parser is designed to handle astrometry for objects of a single type at a time, e.g.
objects on the NEOCP should not be mixed with measurements of already known NEOs, comets
or Main Belt Asteroids because a check is made to ensure the object identifiers (permID, provID,
trkSub, artSat) match the target type (see Submitting ADES data to the MPC). If a batch in the
ADES upper edit area does contain multiple types, then manually delete all but one type before
further processing with the  Parse and Convert,  Save text as file and Submit
ADES astrometry file to the MPC toolstrip buttons. If Submit is pressed, answering "No" to the
prompt "x lines not submitted yet, do you want to add all unsubmitted lines to Submission
history now?  Yes or No" will reload the ADES upper edit area with any unprocessed astrometry
again so it can be also be processed. If Submit is not being used, then pressing  Open
astrometry from Astrometrica button or pressing F5 will load the ADES upper edit area with any
astrometry from the Astrometrica output file ADESReport.psv that has not already been
excluded. See Submission History / Excluding lines .

The selection of Target type modifies the default file name which is used if the files are
subsequently saved with the  Save text as file button. In the example above, Target type
Comet is selected and the “Next file name” has been automatically changed to have a suffix of
“Comet.psv”. The suffix is intended as an aid for the user to identify archived astrometry
batches.

Target type categorises the ADES data if the Astrometry Parser is used to submit the astrometry
directly to the MPC. If “NEO” or “Comet” are selected a checkbox labelled “discovery?” is
displayed. If the user thinks they have discovered a new, previously undiscovered object and so
need to report it as a new NEO candidate, or a new comet then tick the “discovery?” checkbox,
otherwise leave it unticked. Other objects that the observer thinks may be new should be
reported using the TempID type and do not need to be flagged as potentially new objects, this
will be determined by the MPC in due course. Objects already on the NEOCP or PCCP are known
objects and therefore the "discovery?" checkbox is not displayed for these types.

The Astrometry Parser uses more types than are defined by the MPC, as a convenience to the
observer. The table shows the mapping of Target types in the Astrometry Parser to MPC object
types on the Submit ADES-2017 Pipe-Separated-Values (PSV) Formatted Observations page. The
Valid IDs column indicates the ID types (permID, provID, trkSub and artSat) that are allowed to
be used for a given Target Type.

https://minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv
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Target
Type

New
object?

MPC unusual
object Type

Valid IDs Description

NEOCP neocp trkSub Object currently on the NEOCP 
PCCP neocp trkSub Object currently on the PCCP
NEO Yes neo candidate trkSub Possible new NEO candidate (not on NEOCP)
NEO neo permID,

provID
Known NEO

NEO_VI neo permID,
provID

Known NEO currently listed as a virtual
impactor

Comet Yes new comet trkSub Possible new comet (not on PCCP)
Comet comet permID,

provID
Known comet

TNO tno permID,
provID

Known Trans-Neptunian Object

Unusual unclassified permID,
provID

Known object not covered by neo, comet or tno
types and not a Main Belt Asteroid (MBA)

MBA unclassified permID,
provID

Known object not covered by types listed
above (mainly Main Belt Asteroids)

TempID unclassified trkSub Possible new non-neo, non-comet object
(possible new asteroidal objects with a NEO
rating not high enough to reach the NEOCP)

ARTSAT artsat artSat Artificial satellite
GPS artsat artSat Artificial satellite (used for timing calibration,

including satellites from GPS, Galileo,
GLONASS, BeiDou and JXSS systems)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Edit Areas

The upper and lower edit areas are text boxes that can be edited by the user but the text they
contain is also manipulated by the Astrometry Parser. They can be resized by dragging the line
separating the two areas with the mouse.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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The section Summary of ADES data entry methods highlights the three methods to get
astrometry into the upper edit area

 Pressing the  Open Astrometry from Astrometrica button (or press F5)
 Dragging a .psv file from Windows Explorer onto the upper edit area (or into the “File to

submit” field)
 Copying ADES text from a text editor (or from the Astrometrica “View ADES Report file”

window), clicking into the upper edit area and pressing Ctrl-V to paste, or right-clicking
in the upper edit area and taking the Paste context menu option

Pressing the   Parse and convert button will attempt to convert the ADES text in the upper
area into MPC1992 formatted text in the lower area.

IMPORTANT: The ADES text MUST include the column heading line, (see example below) as
well as the ADES astrometry lines for the conversion to MPC1992 to work.

Example ADES column headings:

permID|provID|trkSub|artSat|mode|stn|obsTime|ra|dec|rmsRA|rmsDec|astCat|mag|
rmsMag|band|photCat|photAp|logSNR|seeing|exp|rmsFit|nStars|notes|remarks

Adding all ADES heading lines to the upper area will also allow the conversion to create most or
all of the equivalent MPC1992 format headings in the lower edit area. 
The user can manually edit the ADES text (e.g. to add Observing notes in the ADES notes
column), or can right-click on a specific astrometry line to use context menu options to
manipulate the text.

The context menu options (available only in the upper edit area) are displayed by right-clicking
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the mouse within the upper edit area. Most options require an astrometry line to be clicked on,
in this example the second astrometry line has been right-clicked: 

The context menu options are:
 Filter by ID - only astrometry for the selected ID will remain in the edit area
 Combine with astrometry and copy to clipboard - for the object in the selected line

downloads astrometry from the MPC using either the NEOCP or MPC Database Search
services and combines with the astrometry for the object in the edit area and copies to
the clipboard. An internet connection is required.

 Exclude by ID - adds a single line (or all lines for the same ID if Ctrl pressed) to the
“Exclude submitted” list. Exclude only works with Astrometrica integration, see
Submission History / Exclude submitted for further information.

 Remove photometry - blanks out data in photometry related columns (mag, rmsMag,
band, photCat, photAp) for the selected line

 Edit identifiers - Change the permID, provID, trkSub or artSat identifiers for one or more
lines matching the selected line. See Edit ADES identifiers for more information.

 Cut / Copy / Paste / Undo / Redo - standard Windows clipboard functions

After manual editing is complete, use  Parse and convert to refresh the changes to the lower
edit area in MPC1992 format. 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Edit ADES Identifiers

The four identifiers used on one or more ADES astrometry lines (permID, provID, trkSub and
artSat) can be edited in one operation by right-clicking with the mouse on an astrometry line in

https://www.helpndoc.com
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the upper edit area and taking the Edit identifiers context menu option. 

The Edit ADES identifiers screen is shown, displaying the values for permID, provID, trkSub and
artSat from the line selected by the mouse. Below them are four areas where the identifier
values can be edited. Either use the keyboard to edit, or use the mouse to drag and drop text
between the areas. 

Table 4 from section 4.2.1 of the Concise Description of the ADES standard document (Version
13-Jul-2018) is displayed as an aid to the valid combinations of the four identifiers. See
Validation rules below. 

When editing is complete, press:

 All to update all astrometry lines that match the four identifiers before they were edited. A
count of the number of lines to be affected is shown to the left of the button.

 Single to update just the selected line that was right-clicked on with the mouse.
 Cancel (or press the Esc key) to return to the Astrometry parser without making any changes

to the identifiers at all.

The edited values are validated and warnings in  red  and advisory messages in  orange  are
shown if needed.

Note that regardless of any warnings or advisory messages, the edited values will be used to
update the ADES astrometry lines in the upper edit area if either the All or Single buttons are
pressed. If the warning and advisory messages are ignored the edited ADES text file may fail
validation if subsequently submitted to the MPC.

Any changes made from the Edit ADES identifications screen can be removed if needed using
the Undo toolstrip button  or Undo context menu option in the upper edit area.

Validation rules include:

 There must be at least one of the four identifiers present

https://github.com/IAU-ADES/ADES-Master/blob/master/ADES_Description.pdf#page=10
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 permID is validated to be an MPC unpacked permanent designation (i.e. numbered object)
of an asteroid or comet

 provID is validated to be an MPC's unpacked provisional designation of an asteroid or
comet.

 If both permID and provID are present an advisory message is displayed (the ADES
standard specifies that for a numbered object, provID should not be filled and may be
ignored by the MPC)

 trkSub must not be longer than 8 characters (to comply with the ADES standards).
 If trkSub is 8 characters long an advisory message is displayed, warning that it will be

truncated to 7 characters when converting to the MPC1992 column format in the lower edit
area.

 If artSat is present then the only other identifier allowed is trkSub (but trkSub is optional)

Note: If artSat does not exist as a column in the ADES upper edit area the artSat edit area is
disabled and cannot be edited.

Here an invalid permanent number has been entered, together with a provisional designation
and appropriate warnings and advisories have been displayed:

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Other screen controls

 File ID: Displays the single character sequence that will be used to format the next file
name saved. Automatically updated during normal use, but can be edited, e.g. can be
changed to a letter that has already been used to cause an existing file to be overwritten
if required.

 Submission History / Exclude submitted: Each time astrometry is submitted to the MPC
the individual lines are added to the Submission History drop-down list to allow the user
check what has been sent since the program was started. If astrometry is being read
from the Astrometrica ADESReport.psv file, then astrometry that has already been sent
to the MPC will re-appear in the upper edit area if F5 is pressed to refresh the screen,
unless Exclude submitted is ticked, which causes all lines already added to the
Submission History to be suppressed from being displayed.

 Next file name : Uses the current session date, the File ID and Type to construct the
name of the next file to be used when the  Save text as file button is pressed. Can be
manually edited to override the name automatically generated.

 File to submit: The name of the last file written using  Save text as file, or the name
of the last .psv file drag/dropped onto the Astrometry Parser. This is the file to be
submitted if  Submit ADES astrometry file to the MPC  or 
Validate ADES astrometry file is pressed. Can be manually edited to override the name
automatically generated.

 Observing Notes: A drop-down list of the single-character codes that can be used in the
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notes column of an ADES astrometry line. The ADES standard allows a maximum of 6
single-character Observing Notes codes on each line. The drop-down list is provided as
a convenience, there is currently no provision to automatically update the Notes column
of an astrometry line, the user must manually edit the ADES text in the upper edit area.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Submission History / Excluding lines

Each time astrometry is submitted to the MPC the individual lines are added to the Submission
History drop-down list to allow the user check what has been submitted since the program was
started.

If astrometry is being refreshed from the Astrometrica ADESReport.psv file (by pressing F5 or
the  button), then astrometry that has already been sent to the MPC re-appears in the upper
edit area.

To only display new (unsubmitted) astrometry when pressing F5, tick the Exclude Submitted
checkbox. This causes each line in the ADESReport.psv file to be compared with the lines in the
Submission History and excludes any that match, so only new astrometry is shown in the ADES
upper edit area when F5 is pressed.

However, if any edits are made to the astrometry before submitting (e.g. by manually adding an
Observing Note code in the notes column) then the submitted lines will not match the original
lines contained in ADESReport.psv and therefore will reappear in the ADES upper edit area. So,
immediately after submission, if there are any lines left in the ADESReport.psv file that do not
match the submission history, the program will prompt the user:

"x lines not submitted yet, do you want to add all unsubmitted lines to Submission history
now?  Yes or No"

Replying Yes will add all the original lines before editing into the Submission History so that
they will all be suppressed from displaying in future.

Replying No will allow the lines to be displayed 

Submission History is a drop down list containing a line for each line of astrometry that has
been submitted to the Minor Planet Center since the program was started. To save screen
space, all blanks are removed so that more columns can fit on the screen.

In this screen shot, there are two lines of ADES astrometry in the upper edit area and two lines
in the Submission history, already submitted to the Minor Planet Center. The Submission History
list has been clicked, so a scrollable drop-down list of entries is displayed.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Submitting ADES data to the MPC

The ADES Astrometry Parser can be used to transmit ADES astrometry directly to the Minor
Planet Center by automatically submitting the batch to the MPC's Submit ADES-2017 Pipe-
Separated-Values (PSV) Formatted Observations service.

Validation within the ADES Astrometry Parser prior to submitting astrometry to the MPC is
limited to checking that the object identifiers (permID, provID, trkSub, artSat) are appropriate for
the Target Type selected. See the MPC Type Translation Table for further details. It is the
responsibility of the user to ensure the ADES information being sent to the MPC is correct. The
routines at the MPC will reject batches that are incorrect. See Validate ADES data if syntax
needs to be checked.

ADES data has to be saved locally in a text file before it can be submitted to the MPC and the
 FilePath setting must contain an existing local folder name where these files can be stored.

The ADES text in the upper edit area is saved in a file by pressing the  Save text as file
toolstrip button and the name of the file saved is shown in the File to submit field.

The folder containing saved files can be opened in Windows Explorer by clicking the  Open
MPC Reports path with Explorer toolstrip button.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv
https://minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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ACK lines and ModifyACK setting

The standard acknowledgement (MPC ACK keyword) line generated by Astrometrica is
formatted as:

MPCReport file updated <yyyy.mm.dd hh:mm:ss>

where <yyyy.mm.dd hh:mm:ss> is the date and time that Astrometrica generated the batch.

The MPC has recommended that observers should make their ACK lines more informative (see
MPEC 2018-W60). Changing the  ModifyACK setting to True allows an enhanced ACK line to
be generated, compiled from the information available to the Astrometry Parser:

<MPC Observatory code> <object type> <object name (or number of objects if more than
1)> <yyyy.mm.dd hh:mm:ss> <File ID>

where <yyyy.mm.dd hh:mm:ss> is the time the program last parsed the ADES text.

Examples of ACK lines generated with ModifyACK = True:

ACK J95 NEO VI (2021 AY5) file updated 2021.01.23 01:53:59 B
ACK J95 MBA (5 objects) file updated 2020.11.19 00:28:38 K

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Validate ADES data

The program can be used to check whether the ADES astrometry in the upper edit area is
syntactically correct by automatically submitting the batch to the MPC's Validating ADES-2017
PSV Formatted Observations service.

Note: This procedure does NOT submit the astrometry for normal processing by the MPC, it
simply tests the validity of a submission in ADES-2017 PSV format.

The ADES text must be saved as a text file before validation, so after pressing  Parse and
Convert, then  Save text as file, click the drop-down arrow on the Submit button and select
validate  then press the  send button to pass the batch to the MPC for validation.

If the batch is OK "Submission format valid" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
If the batch fails validation, an appropriate error message describing the problem will be
displayed instead.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Local use file copies

If the  Add private ADES skeleton comment line (not transmitted to MPC) toolstrip button is
used to add “# localuse comment” and “! localuse line” lines for manual editing to the ADES
text, then an extra file suffixed “_localuse” will be automatically saved, to hold a version of the
ADES data containing the private comments, along with the original file name holding the ADES
text without the private comments.

https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/mpec/K18/K18W60.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv_test
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv_test
https://www.helpndoc.com
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In the previous screen example, if the ADES text had private comments added by the user, then
two files would be saved, 

MPC20210121D_NEO_VI.psv (No private comments, file for submission to MPC)
MPC20210121D_NEO_VI_localuse.psv (including private comments, NOT to be submitted
to MPC)

The contents of the two files are identical apart from the “# localuse comment” and “! localuse
line” lines in the file suffixed "_localuse.psv".

No "local use" version of the MPC1992 formatted file is generated, all comments from "! line"
and "! localuse line" ADES lines are converted to MPC1992 format COM lines and are combined
into the MPC1992 formatted .txt file. See Conversion to MPC1992 format.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Submission Log

Each time an ADES astrometry batch is sent to the MPC (either to be submitted for processing,
or for validation), a text line is added to the Submission Log in comma separated value (.csv)
format, including column headings on the first line.
The name of the file is "MPCSbmLog.csv" and it is saved into the folder configured with the 
FilePath setting. If the file does not exist a new file will be created.
It can be opened by pressing the  Open Submission Log toolstrip button, invoking the
program associated in the operating system with .csv files.
Note that a copy of the file is actually opened (to stop the file being locked if further
submissions are attempted while viewing the file). The copy is called " MPCSbmLogTemp.csv"
and located in the same FilePath folder. Press and hold the Ctrl+Shift keys when clicking on the

 Open Submission Log button to open the original file rather than the copy.

The data fields in the Submission Log are listed here:

Column name Description
Date logged Date batch was submitted / validated (local time, in yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss format)
Configuration "submit" or "validate"
Objtype The ADES Astrometry Parser Target Type translated to the values

accepted by the MPC for their "Unusual Object?" classification
and prefixed with "obj_type=". See Target Type table for
translation details.

File The file name sent to the MPC, e.g. "MPC20210819B_NEO.psv"
Response The submitted ACK line within [square brackets] followed by the

Submission ID returned from the MPC, e.g.
"[J95 NEO (2021 QC) file updated 2021.08.20 00:57:49 B]. 
Submission ID is 2021-08-20T00:57:49.887_0000EHer"
"Submission format valid."
"first line of PSV must be '#version=2017'"

https://www.helpndoc.com
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ACK The submitted ACK line prefixed with "ack=", e.g.
"ack=J95 NEO (2021 QC) file updated 2021.08.20 00:57:49 B"

AC2 The email address used for the AC2 acknowledgement, prefixed
with "ac2=", e.g. "ac2=myname@my.email.domain"

Path The local path to the submitted file at the time of submission, as
configured with the  FilePath setting.

Temp Submission file The fully qualified name of the submitted file.
Equivalent to Path \ File.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Settings screen

The Settings screen is displayed by pressing the  Settings button on the toolstrip. It is also
displayed on first use after installation to allow initial settings to be made if required.

The parts and controls on the screen are described below:

1.  Order by Category (the default sort order), or  order alphabetically by Setting.
2. Category (settings with similar usage are grouped in the same category when ordered by

Category)
3. Setting name and value. Some settings have default values. When the defaults are changed

the value appears in bold. 
4. Selected setting highlighted by mouse click

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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5. Extended description displayed for the selected setting. Drag horizontal separator line to
resize description area.

6. Settings export and import buttons:

 Refresh Star Catalogue list from MPC
Star catalogues are occasionally added and removed from the MPC's list of approved
catalogues. The codes are used to translate from the astCat ADES column to MPC1992 NET
header records. Press the MPC refresh button to download the latest list from the MPC. An
Internet connection is required.

 Open Settings Export Folder with Windows Explorer

 Export settings to a text file in the Settings Export Folder
Settings can be exported to a text file and used to restore settings if needed, e.g. if the program
has to be re-installed.
The SettingsExportFolder setting must be configured before settings can be exported.
The exported settings are contained in a tab-delimited file named
<machinename>.AstrometryParser.AppSettings.<yyyymmdd>_<hhmmss>.cfg where
<machinename> is the name of the computer
<yyyymmdd> and <hhmmss> is the date and time when the settings were exported.

 Import settings
To import settings previously exported, use one of the following methods:
 Drag and drop a valid settings .cfg file on the Import button. 
 Press the Import button to be prompted with:

Either copy and paste one or more tab-delimited settings from a valid settings .cfg file, or enter
the file name (including full path) of a valid .cfg file. The settings will be imported when OK is
pressed.

When settings are imported, all the incoming settings will overwrite any matching existing
settings. Any existing settings that are not included in the import will be left unchanged.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Settings

Settings can be displayed and modified by pressing the  Settings button on the toolstrip.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Settings are grouped into categories for convenience and are described below:

Category Setting Description
Astrometrica

AstrometricaCFGFile Name automatically detected if not explicitly set. Used to
warn user if a different configuration file is currently in use
by Astrometrica

AstrometricaModuleName Used to detect if Astrometrica is running. Default =
Astrometrica.exe

cURL
cURLCMD Full name (path and file name) to curl executable. e.g.

C:\Windows\System32\curl.exe
Used to submit ADES batches to the MPC. See here for more
information on cURL. 

cURLURLProd URL to submit ADES batches to MPC
Default = https://minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv

cURLURLTest URL to validate ADES batches
Default = https://minorplanetcenter.net/submit_psv_test

File paths
AstrometricaLogsPath Automatically extracted from current Astrometrica

configuration file
AstrometricaINIPath Astrometrica INI file (path and file name). If not set will be

defaulted to
"<drive>:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Astrometrica"
where <drive> is the drive where the Windows system is
installed and <user> is the current Windows user name

FilePath Name of local folder where MPC astrometry batches (.psv
and .txt versions) are stored

MPC
MPCRoot Used during extraction of astrometry from the MPC's

Database Search service.
Default =  https://minorplanetcenter.net

MPCDBURLAstrometry URL to retrieve astrometry from the MPC's Database Search
service. Object name is substituted for <mpcdbobject>.
Default =
https://minorplanetcenter.net/db_search/show_object?utf8=
%E2%9C%93&object_id=<mpcdbobject>

NEOCPURLAstrometry URL to retrieve astrometry from the NEOCP. Object name is
substituted for <neocpobject>. Default =
https://cgi.minorplanetcenter.net/cgi-bin/showobsorbs.cgi?
Obj=<neocpobject>&obs=y

Settings
SettingsExportFolder Folder to export (backup) application settings text files into

User settings
AC2 MPC AC2 keyword containing a valid email address. Required

if astrometry is submitted to the MPC, for email confirmation
that the batch has been received.

ModifyACK Use enhanced formatting of ACK line for ADES submissions

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CURL
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and MPC1992 conversions. See ACK lines and ModifyACK
setting.

TargetTypeDefault Target type selected when program starts, used during
validation of ADES submissions to MPC. Select from drop-
down list, default = NEOCP

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Conversion to MPC1992 format

MPC1992 format header lines are generated from data in both ADES header and ADES detail
lines. In the table below text in <angle braces> indicates the source of data values used in the
translation. If an ADES element and/or sub-element is not listed here it is not used in the
conversion to MPC1992 format.

Header translation table:

ADES element ADES sub-element Conversion to MPC1992 keyword Multiple
allowed?

# observatory
! mpcCode <code> COD <code>

# observers
! name <name> OBS <name>

Yes

# measurers
! name <name> MEA <name>

Yes

# telescope
! design <design>
! aperture <aperture>
! fRatio <fRatio>
! detector <detector>

TEL <Aperture>-m f/<fRatio> <design> + <detector>

e.g. TEL 0.41-m f/6.3 Schmidt-Cassegrain + CCD

ACK <see ACK lines and ModifyACK setting>
AC2 <  AC2 setting>

# comment
! line <comment> COM <comment>

Yes

# localuse comment
! localuse line <comment> COM <comment>

Yes

(astCat value from
first ADES
astrometry line)

astCat <starCat>
NET <description>
<starCat> is checked against the last downloaded list of
catalogues from the astCat/photCat (Star Catalogs)
section of the MPC's ADES Field Values page. The
Description column in that list is used for translation. If
the catalogue is marked as deprecated, the <description>
is appended with "(deprecated)".  See also Refresh Star
Catalogue list from MPC on the Settings screen.

MPC1992 detail lines are generated directly from values in ADES detail lines.

Detail translation table (any columns not specified are left blank):

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/ADESFieldValues.html#ap
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ADES column
name(s)

MPC1992 column
range

Conversion to MPC1992

permID, provID,
trkSub, artSat

1 - 12 Highest priority ADES ID available is used, in order of permID (highest
priority), provID, artSat then trkSub. If permID or provID are used they
are translated to MPC packed format

notes 14 - 14 First (if any) of Observing Notes codes in ADES notes column
mode 15 - 15 If ADES mode value is "CCD" then use "C" else leave blank
obsTime 16 - 32 ADES date in ISO 8601 extended format converted to decimal. If the

ADES time includes decimal seconds then the MPC1992 day value is
given to 6 digits, otherwise given to 5 digits

ra 33 - 43 Decimal Right Ascension degrees (0 - 360) converted to sexagesimal
hours minutes and seconds (hh mm ss.ss) with seconds to 2 decimal
places

dec 45 - 55 Decimal Declination degrees (-90 - +90) converted to sexagesimal
degrees minutes seconds (±dd mm ss.s) with seconds to 1 decimal
place

mag 66 - 69 If a value is present in ADES mag column convert with 1 decimal place,
else leave blank.

band 71 - 71 1-character ADES bands are used without change as MPC1992 bands.
2-character ADES bands are translated to 1-character MPC1992 bands
as follows:
Johnson-Cousins Vj, Rc, Ic, Bj, Uj are translated to V, R, I, B, U.
Sloan Sg, Sr, Si, Sz are translated to g, r, i, z.
Pan-STARRS Pg, Pr, Pi, Pz, Pw, Py are translated to g, r, i, z, w, y.
ATLAS Ao, Ac are translated to o, c.
Gaia Gb, Gr are translated to b, r.

Note there are ambiguous translations (e.g. Sr, Pr, Gr all translate to r).
The current band ADES Field Values used by the MPC are given in the
band (Photometric Passbands) section of the MPC's ADES Field
Values page. 

stn 78 - 80

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

About screen

The About screen is accessed by pressing the  About button on the toolstrip.

Use the  home page link to display the ADES Astrometry Parser page on the Great Shefford
Observatory website (internet connection required).
Program details including version and compilation date are displayed.
The Registration screen can be accessed using the Register button.

A message is displayed on the Astrometry Parser window when a new version is available and
links to the what's new and download pages are then provided on the About screen. The
Check for Updates button can be pressed at any time to repeat the check.

https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/ADESFieldValues.html#b
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/ADESFieldValues.html#b
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://birtwhistle.org.uk/SoftwareADESAstrometryParser.htm
https://birtwhistle.org.uk/
https://birtwhistle.org.uk/
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An internet connection is required for the version update checks and web page links.

Press OK to return to the Astrometry Parser. The About screen is displayed modally, it must be
closed before continuing to use the Astrometry Parser.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Toolstrip

Toolstrip buttons:

Icon Description
Open astrometry from Astrometrica    F5. Loads the upper edit area with the
astrometry from the Astrometrica output file ADESReport.psv. Same as
pressing function key F5.   If “Exclude submitted” is selected, only astrometry
that has not already been submitted to the MPC from this program will appear
in the upper edit area, otherwise, all astrometry in the file will be shown.
Only enabled if the  AstrometricaLogsPath setting is a valid folder.
Parse and convert. Any ADES astrometry in the upper edit area is converted
to 80-column MPC1992 format astrometry and placed in the lower edit area.
This button can be used any time, to re-convert if for instance the ADES lines
have been changed (e.g., if photometry has been removed, or observing notes
codes added to a line). The converted MPC1992 text is automatically copied to
the clipboard.
Save text as file. The text in the upper edit area is saved as a text file in the
folder named in the  FilePath setting. Before saving, the file name to be

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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used is shown in the “Next File Name” area. This name is constructed as
“MPC<yyyymmdd><letter>_<type>.psv, where:
<yyyymmdd> is the session date = the local date when the local time was last
12 noon (i.e. yyyymmdd does not change during the night)
<letter> is a sequential single character, ranging from A-Z, then 0-9,
incremented each time a file is saved
<type> is the currently selected type (NEOCP, NEO, MBA, Comet etc.). This is
included in the file name to allow the user identify archived files of a specific
object type quickly.
Only enabled if the  FilePath setting is a valid folder.
Send the file named in "File to submit" to the MPC. The file will be sent for
normal processing if configuration is set to  "submit", or sent for

validation only if configuration is set to  "validate" (see
configuration options below). An internet connection is required.

 Use the Submit ADES astrometry file configuration. After ADES astrometry is
saved using  Save text as file this button is enabled allowing the user to
select “submit” to send the batch to the live MPC server.
Only enabled if “File to submit” is an existing .psv file in the folder named in
the  FilePath setting. Uses the  cURLURLProd setting.
Use the Validate ADES astrometry file configuration. After ADES astrometry is
saved using  Save text as file this button is enabled allowing the user to
select “validate” to validate the structure of the ADES text using the MPC’s
“Validating ADES-2017 PSV Formatted Observation” service. See Validate
ADES data.
Only enabled if “File to submit” is an existing .psv file in the folder named in
the  FilePath setting. Uses the  cURLURLTest setting.
Find next unused File ID. Searches text files with the current session date in
the folder named in the  FilePath setting for the next unused <letter>.
Normally updated automatically as files are submitted. See also  Save text
as file.
Only enabled if the  FilePath setting is a valid folder.
Add ADES skeleton comment line. Adds a “# comment” line followed by an
empty “! line” line to the ADES text header lines to allow the user to easily
add manual comment line(s) to be sent to the MPC. A valid comment might
appear as:
   # comment
   ! line This is text to send to the MPC with this batch
If multiple lines are required, manually copy and paste extra “! line” lines.
There should be a maximum of one “# comment” line in a batch.
Add private ADES skeleton comment line (not transmitted to MPC). Similar
to “Add ADES skeleton comment line” but adds a “# localuse comment”
line followed by an empty “! localuse line” line to the ADES text to allow the
user to easily add manual comment line(s) that will NOT be sent to the MPC.
Use if there is a need to save information about the batch that is not relevant
to the MPC. If multiple lines are required, copy and paste extra “! localuse
line” lines.  There should be a maximum of one “# localuse comment” line in a
batch. See also Local Use file copies.

 & Undo and Redo. Allow any changes made to the ADES text area to be undone
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and redone.
Clear. Clears all text from the upper edit area.
Add all unsubmitted lines in current ADESReport.psv to Submission
history. Works in conjunction with the “Exclude submitted?” check box. Use
when all astrometry intended to be sent to the MPC has been sent, leaving
some lines that should not be sent. This option adds all unsubmitted lines to
the submission history. If Exclude submitted? is ticked then this will stop them
from being added back into the upper edit area if  Open astrometry from
Astrometrica    F5 is pressed. See also context menu option “Exclude by ID”.
Only enabled if the  AstrometricaLogsPath setting is a valid folder.
Cancel long running http operation. Only displayed during http operations. If
there are network issues during downloading of data from the internet, press
this button to abandon the http operation.
Open copy of submission log .csv file. Hold Ctrl+Shift to open original file.
See Submission Log for more information.
Only enabled if  FilePath setting is a valid folder.
Rename current Astrometrica log files. Appends the LastWriteTimeUtc of the
ADESReport.psv file, in yyyymmddhhmmss format to the three Astrometrica log
files if they exist. So, if the .psv file was last changed on 2021-Jan-18 19:38:48
UTC then the ADESReport.psv, Astrometrica.log and PhotReport.txt files would
be renamed to ADESReport20210118193848.psv,
Astrometrica20210118193848.log and PhotReport20210118193848.txt. If there
is no .psv file and the 80-column MPC1992 format file MPCReport.txt exists,
the LastWriteTimeUtc of that file will be used instead.
Only enabled if the  AstrometricaLogsPath setting is a valid folder.
Open MPC Reports path with Explorer.  Windows Explorer is used to open
the folder defined by the  FilePath setting, where saved MPC astrometry
batches (ADES .psv files and converted MPC1992 .txt files) are stored by the
Astrometry Parser.
Only enabled if FilePath setting is a valid folder.
Open Astrometrica logs path with Explorer. Windows Explorer is used to
open the Astrometrica Output directory, configured in Astrometrica’s
Environment settings tab and duplicated to the  AstrometricaLogsPath
setting here.
Only enabled if the  AstrometricaLogsPath setting is a valid folder.
Refresh Astrometrica log folder via Astrometrica.ini (Ctrl = prompt for
location of Astrometrica.ini). Resets the  AstrometricaLogsPath setting by
using the Astrometrica.ini file to locate the current Astrometrica Program
settings (configuration) file and within it the OutDir setting for the
Astrometrica Logs path. On Win7 and Win10 PCs the Astrometrica.ini file is
located as standard in <drive>:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Astrometrica
where <drive> is the drive where the Windows system is installed and <user>
is the current Windows user name and this will be used as a default to locate
Astrometrica.ini. Hold Ctrl when clicking the  button to allow the path to be
entered directly if required. Alternatively use the  Browse button in the 
AstrometricaINIPath setting to locate the folder.
Settings. Display the Astrometry Parser Settings window to allow editing all
program settings. See Settings section.
Help      F1. Display this help document (online version is available via link in
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the About screen). Same as pressing function key F1.
About. Display program version details, contact information and registration.
A link connects to the application home page at the Great Shefford
Observatory website.
Exit program.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Glossary

ADES Astrometry Data Exchange Standard. Describes how information can
be formatted to allow position and brightness information of an
astronomical object to be stored in for instance, a simple text file.
Supersedes and is more flexible than the previous format used by the
Minor Planet Center, known as the 80-column MPC1992 format. See the
MPC's July 2018 ADES announcement and their ADES Data submission
page, together with the Concise Description of the ADES standard
document.

Astrometrica A Windows program by Herbert Raab providing professional quality
astrometric reduction, track & stack, automated moving object detection
functionality and more. 
Versions of Astrometrica up to 4.11 generate astrometry data files in
MPC1992 format, but from version 4.12 onwards generate ADES PSV
formatted text files only.

Version 4.11 is available from the Astrometrica Downloads page but the
ADES version, announced in July 2018 in message #6994  on the
Astrometrica message forum is still (August 2021) only available as a
beta version, direct download of the zip file is available from here.

Find_Orb A program by Bill Gray provides a number of different orbital
determination methods to calculate orbital elements from astrometric
observations in either MPC (MPC1992 and ADES) or NEODys format. See
here.

MPC The Minor Planet Center is the single worldwide location for receipt and
distribution of positional measurements of minor planets, comets and
outer irregular natural satellites of the major planets.

MPC1992 A format for storing astrometry data, defined by the Minor Planet Center
in 1992 and still in use today, though gradually being replaced by the
ADES format. Individual lines are limited to a length of 80 characters.

MPC DB
Search

The MPC Database Search service allows astrometry for designated
Minor Planets and Comets to be retrieved from the MPC's database, not
for objects on the NEOCP or PCCP. It can also be used to search for
objects by object type or by orbit properties.

MPC packed
format

In MPC1992 formatted astrometry, the identifiers used for permanently
numbered objects or objects with provisional designations are converted
into "packed" format to save space in the fixed 80-column astrometry
line. See the MPC Packed Provisional and Permanent Designations page
and the Pack and Unpack MPC Designations application overview.

NEOCP The MPC's Near-Earth Object Confirmation Page, where unconfirmed
newly discovered unusual asteroids are listed, so that observers can

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/mpec/K18/K18N52.html
https://minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/ADES.html
https://github.com/IAU-ADES/ADES-Master/blob/master/ADES_Description.pdf
http://www.astrometrica.at/download.html
https://groups.io/g/astrometrica/message/6994
http://www.astrometrica.at/Beta/Astrometrica.zip
https://www.projectpluto.com/find_orb.htm
https://minorplanetcenter.net/
https://minorplanetcenter.net/
https://minorplanetcenter.net/db_search
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/PackedDes.html
https://birtwhistle.org.uk/SoftwarePackUnpack.htm
https://minorplanetcenter.net//iau/NEO/toconfirm_tabular.html
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attempt to confirm and follow-up by submitting positional measurements
PCCP The MPC's Possible Comet Confirmation Page, where unconfirmed newly

discovered comets are listed, so that observers can attempt to confirm
and follow-up by submitting positional measurements

PSV Pipe-Separated Value file format. A format allowing many different
data elements to be stored within a line of text, each value being
delimited by a pipe (vertical line) character, e.g.

J95 |2021-08-16T23:25:26.10Z|  1.83574  | +2.25755  |0.18 |0.21 

PSV text files are normally given a .psv file extension, e.g.
ADESReport.psv

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

https://minorplanetcenter.net/iau/NEO/pccp_tabular.html
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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